Position Description:

The INCOSE Director for Strategic Integration is an elected, Director at-Large position with a three-year term of Office. This individual is responsible for developing, maintaining and implementing strategic plans to improve INCOSE’s influence and prestige on a global level.

Responsibilities:

• Participates in all BOD meetings
• Serves on other committees as assigned
• Manages and coordinates the strategy session days at IW and IS events.
• Prepares, Coordinates and Communicates Strategic Integration needs into the INCOSE Long Range and Annual Operating Plans
• Leads the Chief Information Officer Advisory Group

Authority:

• Voting Member of the BOD
• See INCOSE Policies RACI for Accountabilities and Responsibilities for INCOSE Policies

Accountability:

• As stipulated in the INCOSE by Laws, ADM -101 and BOD - 100
• Compliance with directives on conflict of interest and all policies and procedures of the organization
• Accountable for discharge of the above Responsibilities, and achievement of the objectives, under the direction of the Executive Committee

Required Skills:
• Strong oral and written communication skills
• Able to communicate effectively across international and cultural boundaries
• Developing and implementing strategies for the effective promotion of the values and mission of an organization
• Understanding the professional services required increasing public awareness of an organization globally
• Broad understanding of the diversity of systems engineering practices and application sectors
• Experience with the leadership and coordination of activities within a volunteer organization

Level of Effort

270 - 360 hours/year (15% - 20% Full Time Equivalent)
Note: INCOSE is an International Organization. Link calls often take place outside normal working hours to accommodate time zone differences.